. How do 42 cells achieve these cargo-specific routing outcomes? In some cases, cells use molecular specificity 43 to achieve cargo specificity, such as using specific linkers or cargo-bound regulators (Maday et al., 44 2014; Akhmanova and Hammer, 2010) . 45 In this paper, we seek to model modes of transport regulation that are not based on biochemical 46 specificity, but rather, on physical properties of the cargo. For example, cargo size, and where and how motors are attached to the surface of the cargo, may contribute to routing. Recent experiments 48 raise both these possibilities. In J774 macrophages, larger phagosomes are transported directly unclear how to translate the in vitro results into the context of the cell, especially since the studies 62 have contradictory results (transport is slowed in the gliding assay vs. sped up in the bead assay). 63 Furthermore, Li et al. find that the increase in velocity is small with no difference in how far cargos 64 travel overall. This confounds the impact which freedom to diffuse may have on cargo transport in 65 the cell. 66 To gain intuition for how the above experiments, which were performed in vitro, may be extrapo-67 lated into the cellular environment, we perform a simple calculation. We ask how long it would take 68 for a motor initially located opposite the microtubule to come within range of the microtubule to 69 bind to it, under two different assumptions of how that motor is able to move: first by rotational 70 diffusion of the cargo body moving a rigidly bound motor, and second by diffusion of a motor in 71 the membrane of a non-moving cargo (illustrated in the diagrams accompanying figure 1 A and B 72 respectively). By examining figure 1, we find that for any choice of cargo size, the time it takes for a 73 motor to come near enough to the microtubule to bind is similar for cargo rotational diffusion at 74 the viscosity of water (∼ .
) and for surface diffusion at the diffusion coefficient of motors 75 in the in vitro supported lipid bilayers used in the experiments mentioned above (∼ µ − ). For A: Motors anchoring modes to be investigated. Cargo shown in yellow, motors in blue and microtubule in green. We name the states: rigid clustered (i), rigid dispersed (ii), free independent (iii), and free clustered (iv). B: Series of simulation snapshots. The cargo is in yellow and the microtubule in green. The blue hemispheres represent the reach length of unbound motors, which have their anchor point at the center of the hemisphere. Bound motors are represented with a magenta stalk, small black anchor point and larger blue sphere at the center of mass location of the motor heads. 
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A computational model of cargo transport including freedom of motors to diffuse 114 in the cargo membrane 115 We wish to explore the impact of surface organization of motors on specific transport outcomes. 116 Because there are an infinite number of ways to arrange motors on a cargo, we narrow our scope 117 to a few specific cases. We choose four extreme cases, as shown in figure 2A , which we term 118 organization modes. The first two modes have motors bound rigidly to the cargo. They differ in 119 how motors are spaced; the first mode we term "rigid clustered" places all the motor anchors at the 120 same point, while in the second mode, which we term "rigid dispersed", the motor locations are 121 random, drawn from a uniform distribution over the surface. The other two modes have motors 122 which are free to diffuse in the cargo surface. In the "free independent" mode, the motor anchors 123 do not interact with each other, other than through forces they exert on the cargo. In the final mode, 124 termed "free clustered", all motor anchors are bound together, but the ensemble is able to diffuse 125 in the cargo membrane. In this mode, we assume the cluster of motors diffuses with a reduced 126 diffusion coefficient so that ∼ 1∕ √ where is the number of motors, which is consistent with 127 motors being arranged in roughly a disk (Saffman and Delbrück, 1975) (rather than, e.g., in a row). 128 To investigate transport outcomes of cargos in these four different organization modes, we 129 construct a three dimensional model of a cargo, the motors, and a microtubule. We model the cargo 130 4 of 14 as an undeformable sphere. We attach motors to the cargo at points which we term the anchors. 131 We model these motors using the well studied chemomechanics of kinesin-1. These motors can 132 bind the microtubule when the anchor is within reach of the microtubule (blue hemispheres in 133 figure 2B represent motor reach length). Once bound, they step along the microtubule and unbind 134 from it with rates that have been intensely studies in vitro. We draw our chemomechnical model for Cargos with free motors bind to the microtubule faster than those with rigidly 165 anchored motors 166 For a cargo to be transported, one of its motors must first bind the microtubule. In this section, we 167 use our model to investigate the time it takes for a cargo located near a microtubule to bind to it. 170 We first compare the four organization modes as a function of the number of motors on the 171 cargo, as figure 3A shows for a . µ diameter cargo. We find that for cargos in the rigid clustered 172 mode, the mean time to bind is long when there is a single motor, and stays constant as the number added. This change is most drastic for the first few motors, with the time to bind of these . µ 182 diameter cargos decreasing by an order of magnitude with the addition of only 5 motors. 183 We find that . µ diameter cargos with a single free motor with diffusion coefficient . µ − 184 bind more than an order of magnitude faster than cargos of the same size with a single rigidly 185 attached motor. This also can be understood by considering timescales; diffusion on the surface 186 is much faster than rotational diffusion of the cargo, so less time is spent waiting for a motor to 187 come near the microtubule. When free motors are added in a cluster, we find that time to bind is 188 independent of the number of motors in that cluster. This indicates that the time spent waiting 189 for motors to come near the microtubule is the slowest process, as the increased binding rate of 198 and the time to bind for free independent cargos should approach that of rigid dispersed cargos. 199 We find that the motor diffusion coefficient must be decreased by orders of magnitude to obtain 200 significant changes in the time to bind, as shown in figure 3B . For the . µ diameter cargos shown, 201 diffusion coefficient of the motors must be lower than − µ − for free independent cargos to 202 have times to bind similar to rigid dispersed cargos. 203 We find that times to bind for cargos in each of the organization modes depend differently 204 on the cargo size. When cargos are small enough that all motors can simultaneously reach the 205 microtubule (∼ diameter), the time to bind for cargos in all organization modes is the same. Free clustered cargos with one motor are identical to free independent cargos with one motor, 212 and therefore must have the same scaling. As the number of motors increases, however, scaling 213 becomes more severe, nearing the scaling of rigid motors at high motor number.
214
Cargos with free independent motors form dynamic clusters which increase travel 215 distance 216 We next investigate the distance that cargos travel, after initial attachment to the microtubule. To 217 do so, we begin simulations with a single motor bound to the microtubule and simulate until the 224 We find that cargo run lengths depend strongly on motor organization mode. Manuscript submitted to eLife These results are consistent with previous work comparing these two modes (Erickson et al., 2011) . 231 For cargos with free independent motors, we find run lengths which are longer than those of 232 dispersed cargos, but not as long as those of clustered cargos. One possibility is that the run lengths 233 are due to the number of motors which are instantaneously bound to the microtubule at a given 234 time, which we term the number engaged. We therefore query this quantity in our simulations. The 235 number of motors engaged on the microtubule fluctuates with time. Several stochastic trajectories 236 are shown in figure 4A (bottom) , along with the mean over 100 cargos at each time. We find that the 237 mean number of motors engaged rises from the initial condition of 1 to a steady state value over a 238 period of time. In figure 4C , we show that free independent cargos have more motors engaged 239 than rigid dispersed cargos. The initial locations of motors on the surface of cargos in these two 240 modes is the same, i.e., uniformly random on the surface. Therefore, the increased steady state 241 number of engaged motors on free independent cargos indicates that motors are diffusing to the 242 microtubule, binding, and remaining bound for longer than they would if simply placed randomly. 243 In other words, the motors cluster near the microtubule. These clusters are dynamic, with motors 244 diffusing in and binding, as well as unbinding and diffusing away, as can be seen in Figure 2 -video 1 245 and ??freeindependent. 246 How strong is the clustering effect? In the range of total motor numbers investigated, the 247 number of engaged motors is % to % of the total number on the cargo. This is more than 248 the % to % of motors engaged on rigid dispersed cargos, but less than the ∼ % of motors 249 engaged on clustered cargos ( figure 4C ). So, while dynamic clusters contain more motors than 250 would available to bind the microtubule if motors were distributed randomly on the surface, they 251 do not contain all or even most of the motors on the cargo. 252 We hypothesized that dynamic clustering is responsible for free independent cargos' enhanced 253 run length over rigid dispersed cargos. To test this hypothesis, we plot mean run length vs. steady 254 state number engaged. If dynamic clustering is responsible for the enhanced run length, we expect 255 the free independent and rigid clustered modes to have the same run length once the greater 256 number of engaged motors is corrected for. We see in figure 4D that data from the two modes The three modes also differ significantly in their dependance on cargo size. In figure 4E , we 264 show that cargos with clustered motors have a run length that depends only weakly on cargo size, 265 while free independent and rigid dispersed cargos have a more complex dependance. 266 The run length advantage of free independent cargos over rigid dispersed ones should, like the 267 binding time advantage, be reduced to zero at low anchor diffusion coefficients. In figure 4F , we 268 show that the diffusion coefficient must be reduced by orders of magnitude to have significant 269 impacts on run length. We find that diffusion coefficients below − µ − are effectively rigid, 270 which is a similar to the threshold we found for time-to-bind.
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Cargos with free independent motors are better able to transport against a load 272 compared to cargos with rigid dispersed motors 273 A cargo's ability to generate a sustained force is also important for navigating the crowded environ-274 ment of the cell. In this section, we examine the run lengths of cargos in the different organization 275 modes against a constant force. 276 As expected, we find that that increasing force decreases the run length of cargos, no matter 277 what the organization mode or number of motors, as can be seen in Figure 5-Figure Supplement 1A . 278 We find that of force is sufficient to reduce the run lengths from µ or more to nearly zero 279 in every organization mode. We now compare the run length of cargos in different organization modes under force. In figure   281 5A, we show that cargos with free independent motors have significantly longer run lengths 282 than cargos with the same number of rigid dispersed motors, when subject to forces up to . 283 At higher forces, run lengths for these cargos are effectively zero. At this high number of motors, 284 cargos with clustered motors travel long distances, even when loaded with or more ( figure   285 5A, arrows). When the number of total motors is , we can see that cargos with clustered motors 286 outperform both rigid dispersed and free independent cargos (Figure 5-Figure Supplement 1B) . At 287 this low number of total motors, cargos in rigid dispersed and free independent modes are almost 288 always driven by a single motor, so differences between the two modes are not apparent. 289 Are enhanced run lengths under force also solely due to changes in the number engaged? To 290 test this hypothesis, we plot run lengths under force for cargos in the three organization modes with 291 total numbers of motors which give the cargos matching steady state numbers of engaged motors 292 (at 0 force, indicated by box in figure 4C ). Like in the zero force case, we find that cargos with free 293 independent motors have similar, but slightly lower run lengths than cargos with dispersed motors 294 when compared with the same steady state number engaged. Therefore, the enhanced run length 295 of free independent motors under load comes from the ability of motors to form dynamic clusters, 296 like in the unloaded case. A priori, for an equal number of engaged motors, we expected differences 297 between a dynamic cluster and static arrangements in the way the load is shared among these 298 engaged motors, with dynamic clusters better able to share the load. However, we do not find this 299 effect is strong enough to outperform cargos with rigid dispersed motors on a per-motor-engaged 300 basis.
301
Discussion
302
While transport of subcellular cargo by molecular motors is increasingly understood, the extension 303 of this understanding to control of cell internal organization will involve studying the three-way 304 interplay between the cargo, the MT and local environment, and the motors. In this work, we Figure 6 . We find that different organizations of the motors on the cargo have different implications for how rapidly the cargo will bind to a nearby microtubule and the cargo's ability to travel along the microtubule. For cargos with motors rigidly bound, (first two columns) there is a tradeoff between clustered motors, which are slow to bind the microtubule, but travel long distances, and dispersed motors, which bind the microtubule quickly but are have poor travel distances. Cargos with freely diffusing motors (third column), at reasonable surface diffusion coefficients, cargo sizes and motor numbers, overcome this tradeoff. They bind the microtubule at least as fast as rigidly dispersed motors, and faster for large and realistic estimates of diffusion coefficient. They travel farther than rigid dispersed motors because of the formation of dynamic clusters. Because these clusters have high internal turnover, travel distances are lower than that of a rigid cluster. For a cargo with a freely diffusing cluster of motors (fourth column), cargo binding may behave more like a rigid cluster or freely diffusing motors, depending on parameters. Once it has bound the microtubule, it behaves indistinguishably from a rigid cluster in both run length and force generation. rigid clustered cargos, but have short run lengths. Our main result is that, depending on parameters, 311 cargos with free motors can overcome this tradeoff (figure 6). Cargos with free independent motors 312 bind faster than cargos in either of the rigid modes, and have run lengths which are longer than 313 those of rigid dispersed cargos, but not as long as clustered cargos. When motors are arranged in a 314 free cluster, cargos have the same long run lengths as rigid clusters, as well as binding to a nearby 315 microtubule more quickly. The time to bind is not as fast a free independent cargo, however, or 316 even a rigid dispersed cargo with many motors. 317 This work adds to a growing body of evidence that, first, the position of motors on the cargo 318 (whether free or not) impacts transport (Erickson et al., 2011; Sanghavi et al., 2018) ; second, that 329 We find that time to bind and run length are sensitive to cargo size in different ways for the 330 four organization modes. Rigid dispersed cargos have a time to bind which scales up strongly 331 as cargo size increases, but run length is relatively insensitive to cargo size. The time to bind for 332 rigid dispersed cargos also scales strongly, but their run length is more sensitive to cargo size in 333 comparison to rigid clustered cargos. Free independent cargos have a much weaker scaling of 334 time to bind, as well as an intermediate dependance of run length on cargo size. These different 335 scalings raise the possibility that the cell could use the size dependent behaviors to differentially 336 direct otherwise similar cargos. 337 Moreover, the differences in scaling law exponents we uncover are independent of model details, 338 e.g., motor parameters and molecular numbers. Therefore, binding time scaling could be used to 339 identify the organization of motors on cargos from the cell. Using the natural variability of cargo 340 sizes to uncover different scaling exponents could inform whether the motors are free or not. 341 Our work is in broad agreement with (Chowdary et al., 2018) to fluctuations that are, in the lab frame of reference, no longer uncorrelated (see supplemental). 350 Doing so allowed us to explore a wide range of parameters, from the limit in which the cargo 351 membrane is inviscid and the motor can step along the MT without moving the cargo, all the way 352 to a static anchoring. It also allowed us to explore the competition between cargo rotation and 353 diffusion of motors to drive binding time -of particular importance when the cargos are small. The 354 coupling via force-balance also led to an emergent inter-motor communication via how each motor 355 is loaded, which influenced predicted run lengths. Interestingly, we find that dynamic clustering is 356 not a strong effect for all parameters regimes. For example, at physiological parameters, we find 357 only 25% of the motors are clustered (e.g., figure 4) . 358 That the transport machinery is sensitive to motor organization opens several possible directions 359 of future work. First, cargos in the cell exist in a microtubule network with a specific architecture 360 (Ando et al., 2015; Ciocanel et al., 2018; Bergman et al., 2018; Erickson et al., 2013) . The current 361 work focused on exploring interaction with a single MT, but could readily be extended. Second, 362 many cargos are deformable (Driller -Colangelo et al., 2016) and this might lead to significant 363 differences in transport. While deformability of a large cargo will lead to transport changed by 364 interacting with the environment, e.g., spacing of nearby cytoskeletal elements and organelles, 365 our work suggests cargo deformability might also impact transport more directly via changes to for diffusion in the cargo surface. Here represents viscosity (of the fluid surrounding the cargo), is the cargo radius, is Boltzmann's constant, is temperature, and is diffusion coefficient (of the motor in the cargo surface). To apply these equations, we had to first estimate , the extent of the spherical cap to which the motor must diffuse before binding. To do so, we simulated motors diffusing from the north pole of the cargo and recorded the first anchor location where the motor was able to bind with its maximum rate as described in supplemental section A.3.3, referred to as a max reach location. We then used the mean elevation of these points as our estimate for . Cargo and microtubule were situated as shown in A. For details on how we model the mechanics of a motor and it's attachment to the cargo, see supplemental section A. Different total numbers of motors are shown on a common color axis. B: Empirical cumulative probability distributions of cargos with closely matched mean numbers of motors engaged at steady state ( ). Total numbers of motors was picked for each mode to match an of . . C: Percent of cargos bound as a function of time for cargos with the same total numbers of total motors as in B, picked to match mean number of motors engaged at steady state, . The time before steady state is reached is filled in color below the curve for each organization mode. 461 
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